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TRANSPORT PROPERTIES AND NEUTRINOEMISSIVITY OF DENSE NEUTRON-STAR MATTERWITH LOCALIZED PROTONSD.A. BaikoA.F. Io�e Physial Tehnial Institute194021, Politekhniheskaya 26, St.Petersburg, Russiaand N. Copernius Astronomial Center, Polish Aademy of SienesBartyka 18, 00-716 Warszawa, Polande-mail: baiko�astro.ioffe.rssi.ruand P. HaenselN. Copernius Astronomial Center, Polish Aademy of SienesBartyka 18, 00-716 Warszawa, Polande-mail: haensel�amk.edu.pl(Reeived Deember 12, 1998)As pointed out by Kutshera and Wójik, very low onentration ofprotons ombined with a spei� density dependene of e�etive neutron�proton interation ould lead to a loalization of �proton impurities� inneutron medium at densities exeeding four times normal nulear matterdensity. We study onsequenes of the loalization of protons for transportproesses in dense neutron star ores, assuming random distribution of pro-ton impurities. Kineti equations, relevant for the transport of harge, heatand momentum, are solved using variational method. Loalization of pro-tons removes a T�2 fator from the transport oe�ients, whih leads, atlower temperatures, to a strong derease of thermal ondutivity, eletrialondutivity and shear visosity of neutron star matter, as ompared tothe standard ase, where protons form a Fermi liquid. Due to the loal-ization of protons a number of onventional neutrino emission proesses(inluding modi�ed URCA proess) beome inoperative in neutron starores. On the other hand, the energy loss rate from neutrino�antineutrinopair bremsstrahlung due to eletron and neutron sattering o� (loalized)protons, will have a spei� T 6 dependene, whih ould modify the ool-ing of the neutron star ore, as ompared to the standard ase. Possibleastrophysial impliations of the loalization of protons for neutron starevolution and dynamis are disussed.PACS numbers: 97.60.Jd, 26.60.+(1097)



1098 D.A. Baiko, P. Haensel1. IntrodutionThe omposition of neutron star matter above three times normal nuleardensity (� > 3�0, where �0 = 2:8 � 1014 g m�3) is largely unknown. Somemany-body alulations suggest, that above 3�0 the baryon omponent ofmatter onsists nearly exlusively of neutrons, with a small admixture (afew perent) of protons (see, e.g. models UV14+TNI, AV14+UVII of [1℄);suh a omposition would be similar to that at � ' �0. A small admixtureof protons in high�density neutron matter ould behave quite di�erentlythan at densities � ' �0. As shown by Kutshera and Wójik [2℄, ouplingof �proton impurities� to the density waves in neutron matter ould lead,above some ritial density, to loalization of protons in the potential wellsassoiated with the neutron density inhomogeneities; at smaller densities theoupling results in a gradual inrease of the proton e�etive mass [2℄. Wewill show in the present paper, that the loalization of protons would hangedramatially transport properties of neutron star matter. It would also leadto the �swithing on� of two new neutrino emission proesses, whih wouldin�uene ooling of a neutron star.In order to visualize possible e�et of the loalization of protons, let usonsider the standard ase, when nuleons form degenerate normal Fermiliquids. The transport oe�ients of neutron star matter exhibit then har-ateristi temperature dependenes, whih result from the ombined e�etof the Pauli priniple, and the energy and momentum onservation in thesattering proesses [3℄. The leading terms in the low�temperature expan-sions of eletrial ondutivity, �, and shear visosity, �, are proportionalto T�2, while the low�temperature behaviour of thermal ondutivity, �, isgiven by � / T�1.The onventional neutrino emission proesses in the standard npe mat-ter inlude the modi�ed URCA proess and the neutrino�antineutrino pairbremsstrahlung from nn, np, and pp ollisions. In the absene of nuleonsuper�uidity the energy emission rates for all these proesses vary with tem-perature as T 8 (e.g. [4℄).Loalized protons will at as sattering enters for neutrons and ele-trons. In what follows, we assume that the loalized protons do not exhibita long�range rystalline order (this point is disussed in Setion 2). In suha ase, an elementary onsideration indiates, that the loalization wouldgive �lo:p:; �lo:p: / T 0, and �lo:p: / T ; one may thus expet a stronge�et of the proton loalization on the transport oe�ients at lower tem-peratures, where sattering o� protons dominates. As will be shown in thispaper, the loalization of protons produes a drasti derease of the trans-port oe�ients of neutron star ores, as ompared to the standard ase,when protons form a Fermi liquid: �lo:p:=�; �lo:p:=� � 10�5 � 10�6 T 28 ,



Transport Properties and Neutrino Emissivity of Dense... 1099and �lo:p:=� � 10�4 T 28 , for densities around 4�0 and for a proton frationabout 1 % (T8 � T=108 K).Furthermore, the emission of neutrino�antineutrino pairs in the nn ol-lisions is the only proess of the above mentioned, that survives the loal-ization of protons. Instead, there appear the neutrino�antineutrino pairemission from the sattering of neutrons and eletrons o� loalized protons.In both ases the rate of this proess reprodues the temperature dependeneof the diret URCA proess (T 6), whih, if operative, aelerates drastiallythe ooling of a neutron star. As will be seen in Setion 6, when neutrons arenot super�uid the neutrino emissivity due to np ollisions is approximately3.5 orders of magnitude larger than that due to ep ollisions. Despite thesame temperature dependene, the neutrino emission due to neutron sat-tering o� loalized protons is muh less e�ient than the diret URCA pro-ess. However, the ratio of the emissivity due to the np bremsstrahlung tothe emissivity due to the modi�ed URCA proess (the most important oneamong the standard proesses in neutron star ores) ould be quite large inthe temperature range of interest: Qn�lo:p:Brem =QmURCA � 2 � 103 T�28 , for thesame density and proton fration. This implies that the proton loalizationould lead to an intermediate regime of a neutron star ooling: more rapidthan the standard ooling, provided by modi�ed URCA proess, and lessfast than the aelerated ooling due to diret URCA proess.The paper is organized as follows. The physial onditions in neutronstar matter with loalized protons are disussed in detail in Setion 2. Inpartiular, we emphasize the similarity between the behaviour of a proton inneutron matter and a polaron behaviour of slow eletrons in solids; we alsopresent some arguments against a rystalline ordering of loalized protons,and disuss the importane of relativisti e�ets in the neutron omponent ofmatter. Kineti equations relevant for the transport of harge, heat and mo-mentum, as well as variational solutions to them, and analytial expressionsfor the transport oe�ients, are derived in Setion 3. Angular averagesof sattering probabilities, appearing in the expressions for the transportoe�ients, are alulated in Setion 4. In Setion 5, we improve the varia-tional solutions to make them asymptotially exat in the high�temperatureregime and present our results for the transport oe�ients in the form suit-able for pratial appliations. The neutrino energy emission rates from theep and np bremsstrahlung are estimated in Setion 6. Finally, in Setion 7we disuss some astrophysial impliations of these results.Throughout the paper we will mostly use the units ~ =  = kB = 1 andturn to the normal units whenever presenting the �nal results.



1100 D.A. Baiko, P. Haensel2. Neutron star matter with loalized protonsConsider npe matter at super nulear densities. The typial kineti en-ergy of a proton an be estimated from the unertainty priniple and readsTp � ~2n2=3p2m�p = 0:7� n4n0 � xp0:01�2=3�mpm�p� MeV ; (1)where n is a mean nuleon density, xp is a proton fration (equal to an ele-tron fration xe), n0 is the normal nulear number density, n0 = 0:16 fm�3,and m�p is the proton e�etive mass resulting from the two�body nuleon�nuleon (NN) interations.A proton in neutron matter also has an e�etive potential energy Ve� ,the value of whih depends on the neutron density and ranges, aording todi�erent parametrization, from 55 to 75 MeV for nn � 4n0 (Fig. 1 of [2℄).Taking into aount the possible inhomogeneity of the neutron sea we anwrite the Hamiltonian of a proton in the formHp = �~2r22m�p + Ve�(nn) + nn�Ve��nn �Ænnnn � ; (2)where the last term desribes the oupling of the proton to the densitywaves in neutron matter. The quantity �(nn) = nn�Ve�=�nn plays role ofthe oupling strength and is of the order 550 � 600 MeV at nn � 4n0. Onomparison with the estimate of the kineti energy, Eq. (1), it beomes lear,that the oupling to neutron density waves might not be negleted, if oneaims at a realisti desription of a proton behaviour in high�density neutronstar matter with low proton fration [2℄.The alulations presented in [2℄ indiate, that at weak and intermediateouplings the proton, interating with neutron density waves (whih will bereferred to as phonons, while, basially, these are aoustial modes of neutronmatter), aquires an additional e�etive mass, whih inreases graduallywith inreasing neutron density. The situation reminds the so�alled �large�polaron in solids, where a slow eletron, moving through a rystal, is dressedinto a loud of virtual phonons, and, onsequently, has an e�etive massexeeding its �bare� band e�etive mass. If the oupling strength inreasesfurther, the polarization of the ion lattie by the eletron, ould get verystrong. It an eventually be trapped by a loal deformation of the lattie,indued by the eletron itself [5℄. This latter situation orresponds to a�small� polaron. If the temperature is su�iently high the eletron anbe then kiked out of the potential well trapping it. However, in the lowtemperature regime, the eletron ould only tunnel slowly through the lattieand spends most of the time near one ion.



Transport Properties and Neutrino Emissivity of Dense... 1101Let us now ome bak to the proton moving through the neutron bak-ground. The bakground polarization, indued by the proton, ould beharaterized by its spatial sale Rp. With inreasing neutron density theproton�phonon oupling strength �(nn) inreases, whereas the Rp dereases.The onditions for proton self�trapping are roughly given by two inequalities:m�p�(nn)jÆnnjR2p=nn~2 > 1, whih ensures, that the potential well formedontains a bound state for a proton, and Rp < n�1=3p , whih allows eahproton to produe its own potential well, and ensures no overlap betweenwave funtions of di�erent protons.In order to hek if this �small� polaron regime ours for a proton inneutron matter one have to perform a detailed alulation. In partiular,one should ompare the energy of the state with trapped proton and that ofthe state, in whih the proton is not loalized. The results of alulationsof this type has been reported in Ref. [2℄. These authors evaluated theenergy of a Wigner�Seitz ell with homogeneous distributions of neutronsand a proton versus that of the ell with proton wave funtion loalized nearthe enter of the ell and a neutron distribution having minimum at theenter. The parameters, haraterizing the deviation of those distributionsfrom the homogeneous ones, has been treated as variational. It was found,that above some ritial density (ranging from 4 to 9 n0 depending on themodel; from now on we will adopt the most optimisti model and assumethe ritial density to be ' 4n0) there existed a domain of the parameters,where the loalized state was energetially preferable to the uniform one.Therefore, above this density, and provided Rp, the rms radius of the protonprobability distribution orresponding to the minimum energy, is su�ientlysmall, the protons most likely are in e�etive potential wells trapping theirwave funtions. The typial value of Rp at 4n0 is about 1 fm and typialdepth of the well is � 100 MeV. The mean distane between protonsap ' n�1=3p = 5:4 � n4n0 � xp0:01��1=3 fm ; (3)while the energy of the zero�point vibration of a proton in the well is T0 �42(Rp=1 fm)2 (mp=m�p) MeV. Thus, we see that at densities above 4n0 andfor su�iently low proton fration, say 1�5 %, the wave funtions of theprotons are well loalized around the neutron density minima, and there is nooverlap between them. This, in turn, means that there is no need to invokeFermi statistis to desribe the proton system. The temperature, when fallsbelow, say 10 MeV, is negligible ompared to the relevant energy sale inthe proton�trapping well, so that the protons oupy the lowest availableenergy levels, and other (degenerate) partiles satter o� them elastially.The proton ould then only tunnel through the neutron bakground with



1102 D.A. Baiko, P. Haenselvery low probability, and in what follows, we will neglet the possibility ofsuh events.Let us disuss in some detail the astrophysial senario of the formationof a dense neutron star ore, where one might expet the loalization ofprotons. Aording to the standard senario of the formation of neutronstars in a gravitational ollapse of massive stellar ores, initial temperaturein the entral ore of a newly born neutron star is T ' 30 MeV. Moreover,due to neutrino trapping in dense hot plasma, initial proton fration is veryhigh, xp ' 0:3. Both a high value of xp and a high value of T exludepossibility of the loalization of protons. It may take plae after the neutronstar ore beomes transparent to neutrinos, and the ore temperature fallsto the range of <� 10 MeV. One ould ask a question, whether the protonimpurities ould be ordered during the loalization proess due to some long�range interation? We immediately �nd, that Coulomb energy, estimatedas, ECpp � e2ap ' 0:3� n4n0 � xp0:01�1=3 MeV ; (4)is negligible ompared to the potential energy, felt by a loalized proton inits e�etive well, or the energy, resulting from the Fermi motion of protonsbefore the loalization point. However, it is not exluded, that some orre-lation of proton sites ould be indued by a long�range orrelation resultingfrom (strong) nulear interations in the neutron sea. A detailed disus-sion of this possibility is di�ult and goes beyond the sope of the presentpaper. One ould reall only, that the loalization ours at rather high tem-perature, implying large thermal �utuations, and it is uneasy to imagine along�range orrelation, originating from strong (that is short�range) fores,with energy sale of several MeVs. Therefore, we think that neutron starmatter with loalized protons is formed as a disordered system and remainsloked in this disordered state during subsequent ooling. In what follows,we will assume that the positions of loalized protons show no long�rangerystalline order: loalized protons will be treated as randomly distributed,spatially �xed sattering enters for neutrons and eletrons.Transport proesses in neutron star matter with loalized protons arearried out by eletrons and neutrons. For simpliity, we will not allow forthe presene of muons. Their inlusion would lead to some modi�ations ofthe kineti equation formalism (see, for details, the paper by Gnedin andYakovlev [6℄, where the thermal ondutivity of pe� omponent of neutronstar ore matter was studied under standard assumptions) but would notalter qualitatively the main results of this paper.



Transport Properties and Neutrino Emissivity of Dense... 1103The Fermi energy of eletrons is given by"Fe = 113:4� n4n0 � xp0:01�1=3 MeV : (5)Typial energy of Coulomb ee and ep interations are on the order of ECpp(4), that is muh smaller than "Fe. Therefore, eletrons should be treatedas a free, uniform, ultrarelativisti, and strongly degenerate ("Fe � T )Fermi gas. Transport of energy, momentum and harge is arried out bythe elementary exitations in eletron gas � thermal eletron quasiparti-les. Eletron quasipartiles are approximated by the exited single�partilestates in a free eletron gas, lose to the Fermi surfae [i.e. with momentalose to kFe = �3�2ne�1=3℄, with e�etive mass given by m�e = "Fe. The pairinteration between eletron quasipartiles is desribed in the formalism ofthe dieletri funtion, the details of whih are outlined in Setion 3. Herewe mention only, that sine usually we have T � 0:1"Fe in the neutron starsores, the e�et of dynamial sreening an be negleted.Neutrons, by ontrast, form a strongly interating Fermi system. Wewill onsider the ase, when neutrons are normal (non�super�uid). Trans-port proesses involving neutrons an then be desribed in the spirit ofthe Landau theory of normal Fermi liquids. Namely, transport of energyand momentum is arried out by the neutron quasipartiles � elementarysingle�partile exitations in the viinity of the Fermi surfae. As we re-strit ourselves to strongly degenerate neutron matter, the gas of neutronquasipartiles is dilute. The Fermi momentum of neutron quasipartiles o-inides with that of the real neutron matter, kFn = �3�2nn�1=3. The neutronquasipartile veloity at the Fermi surfae is given byvFn = ~kFnm�n = 0:56 � n4n0 (1� xp)�1=3 mnm�n ; (6)where m�n is the neutron quasipartile e�etive mass. We see, that at den-sities of interest (we will on�ne ourselves to densities below 5n0), andwith xp � 1, neutrons gradually beome relativisti, although not verymuh; nevertheless, we will take neutron relativism into aount. In thenon�relativisti system the e�etive mass of neutron quasipartiles m�n =pFn=vFn di�ers from bare nuleon massmN due to many�body e�ets. Hereit should also inlude relativisti e�et. Using Lorentz invariane argumentsone obtains, in the referene frame of neutron matter, m�n="Fn = 1 + F s1 =3,where "Fn is the neutron hemial potential, whih inludes neutron restmass, and F s1 is the Landau parameter.Atually, the presene of proton impurities leads to the appearane ofneutron density inhomogeneities. These inhomogeneities will slightly mod-ify the mean��eld, felt by an inident neutron quasipartile (the de Broglie



1104 D.A. Baiko, P. Haenselwavelength of whih is generally smaller than the sizes of the inhomo-geneities), induing a ontinuous drift of the quasipartile in the momentumspae. We note, that these inhomogeneities are restrited to a very smallfration of the volume (Rp=ap)3 � 0:01, and are onentrated around theproton impurities. The latter produe sudden hanges in neutron momenta,thus making a dominant ontribution to the sattering. The ontributionfrom the inhomogeneities would aount for a orretion to the o��protonsattering, whih, in priniple, ould be inluded into np sattering transi-tion probability. However, in view of the antiipated smallness of this e�et,we will neglet it. 3. Kineti equationTransport of harge, heat or momentum is limited by sattering of theelementary exitations (quasipartiles) o� loalized protons and by their mu-tual ollisions. Among the latter we neglet those aused by weak en eletro-magneti interation, whih enables us to study transport properties of ele-trons and neutrons separately. The distribution funtion of eletrons satis�esthe standard time�independent Boltzmann equation, valid for ideal gases,(e.g. Ref. [7℄), whereas the neutron distribution is governed by the time�independent Landau equation, whih takes into aount a self�onsistentmean �eld depending on the quasipartile distribution itself. However, aproper linearization (e.g. Ref. [8℄) reveals that the quantity of real signi�-ane for the transport proesses (the deviation of the distribution funtionfrom the loal equilibrium one) satis�es the linearized Boltzmann equation,whih allows a uni�ed treatment for eletrons and neutrons. We havev1�rfk1 = Iii + Iip ; (7)eE�k1fk1 = Iee + Iep ; (8)where fk1 is the distribution funtion in question, i = fn; eg, E is an ex-ternal eletri �eld, v1 is the veloity of quasipartiles, whih is assumed tobe independent of oordinates, and k1 is the quasipartile wavevetor. Onthe right hand sides of these equations we have integrals of partile�partileand partile�proton ollisions whih an be written asIii = (2�)4(2�)9 Z dk2dk01dk02 Æ(E 0 � E) Æ(K 0 �K) Lii 12 X�2�01�02 jAiij2; (9)Iip = 2�np(2�)3 Z dk01 Æ("01 � "1) 12 X�p�01�0p jAipj2� hfk01(1� fk1)� fk1(1� fk01)i : (10)



Transport Properties and Neutrino Emissivity of Dense... 1105In this ase, non�primed and primed variables orrespond to partiles beforeand after a ollision, respetively, Aii and Aip are the transition amplitudesof the ii and ip sattering proesses, ontaining all exhange ontributions,Lii is the standard �two fermion� Pauli fator, and np is the density ofloalized protons. In the �rst integral the fator 1/2 serves to avoid doubleounting of the �nal states in a ollision event. In the seond one the samefator aounts for the fat that the density np already inludes protons withboth possible spin orientations.It is useful to ast the spin sums in the preeding equations in a moresymmetri form: 12 X�2�01�02 jAiij2 = 14 X�1�2�01�02 jAiij2 � Qii; (11)with analogous expression for Qip.If the distribution funtions are known, the kineti oe�ients an befound by alulating the urrents indued in the system by the spatial gra-dients or the external �eld. We havejT = 2(2�)3 Z dk fk ("� �)v = ��rT; (12)je = 2(2�)3 Z dk fk ev = �E; (13)��xy = 2(2�)3 Z dk fk kx vy = ���ux�y ; (14)where � is the thermal ondutivity, � is the eletrial ondutivity, � is theshear visosity, and u is a bulk veloity, whih is assumed to be direted alongthe x�axis and to be dependent only on the y oordinate (thus satisfyingdiv u = 0). Further, jT, je, and �xy are, respetively, the heat �ux, theharge �ux and the xy�omponent of the dissipative part of the stress tensor.In the presene of the spatial gradients we approximate the true distri-bution funtions on the left hand side of the Boltzmann equation (8) by theloal equilibrium (le) distributions asf le� (") = �1 + exp "� �T (r) ��1 ; (15)f le� (") = �1 + exp "� �� ku(r)T ��1 : (16)Simple estimates [8℄ show that it is a plausible approximation providedthe typial sales of the gradients of temperature or bulk veloity are large



1106 D.A. Baiko, P. Haenselompared to the quasipartile mean free path l. On the left hand side ofEq. (8) we use the global equilibrium distribution f0("). Correspondingondition of appliability reads jeElj � T .On the right hand side we adopt the following deomposition of the truedistribution funtions in terms of the f0:f�;�;� = f0 + f0 (1� f0)T ��;�;�: (17)In this ase �� is an unknown funtion of energy and angular variables,whih represents a nonequilibrium orretion to the distribution funtion.It is lear that the nonequilibrium term should be tied to the Fermi surfae.The dependenes on angular and energy variables an be separated andthe funtions � an be looked for in the form�� = ��ii	�(x)vrT;�� = �ii	�(x)vEe;�� = ��ii	�(x)vr(ku): (18)In this ase a dimensionless funtion 	� represents a dependene on energy[x = ("� �)=T ℄, while angular dependenes are uniquely determined by theleft hand sides of Eqs. (7), (8); �ii is a onstant, whih has the meaning of atypial time between the ollisions of idential partiles.Omitting standard details whih inlude the linearization of the ollisionintegrals Eqs. (9), (10) with respet to the small nonequilibrium orretions(17) and integration of the momentum and energy onserving delta fun-tions, we arrive at the one�dimensional equation for the funtions 	�:g�(x1)f01 (1� f01 ) = x21 + �22 f01 (1� f01 )	�(x1)+�� 1Z�1 dx2 f01 f02 x1 + x21� e�x1�x2 	�(x2)+ �ii�ip f01 (1� f01 ) (1 � !�)	�(x1); (19)where � runs over �; �, and �, g�(x1) = x1, and g�;� = 1. The expressionfor the harateristi ollisional time is given by�ii = 8�3m�3i T 2hQiii ; (20)



Transport Properties and Neutrino Emissivity of Dense... 1107where the angle brakets denote an angular averaging of the formhQiii = Z(4�) d�d�4� sin �os �=2 Qii(�; �): (21)In this ase, the angles � and � speify a ollision of idential partiles in theAbrikosov�Khalatnikov frame of referene. Namely, � is an angle betweenmomenta of �rst and seond inident partiles, and � is an angle betweenplanes, ontaining two inident and two �nal momenta. The other quantitiesharaterizing ii�type ollisions are�� = 1hQiii hQii(�; �) (1 + 2 os �)i;�� = 1hQiii hQii(�; �) �3 sin4 �=2 sin2 �� 1� i; (22)and �� = �1. The latter relation orresponds to the fat that ee ollisionsdo not limit the transport of eletri harge.A harateristi time between ollisions of a partile with loalized pro-tons reads �ip = 2npm�i kFihQipi ; (23)where in the ase of ip�ollisions the angle brakets stand for an averagingaording to hQipi = 1� �Z0 d� sin�Qip(�): (24)� is a sattering angle of a partile olliding with a proton. Finally, thee�ieny of ip�ollisions is desribed by the quantities !� de�ned as:!� = !� = 1hQipi hQip(�) os�i;!� = 1hQipi hQip(�) 12 (3 os2 �� 1)i: (25)Eqs. (19) an be solved exatly if either partile�proton ollisions dominate(�ii � �ip) or in the opposite ase. In the former situation we have simply	�(x) = g�(x)�ip[�ii(1 � !�)℄�1. If, in ontrast, the ip�ollisions are neg-ligible the exat solution is nontrivial and an be obtained with the aid ofa method developed by Brooker and Sykes [9℄ and by Højgaard Jensen etal. [10℄. Finally, it is possible to �nd variational solutions [7℄ for the funtions	� at arbitrary value of the ratio �ii=�ip. This is done by assuming spei�



1108 D.A. Baiko, P. Haenseldependenes of these funtions on x (	� / x; 	�;� = onst), whih are on-sistent with symmetries of Eq. (19), and by subsequent determination of theunknown oe�ients on integration of the equation over x1 within in�nitelimits (the thermal ondution equation must be, in addition, multiplied byx1). The resulting expressions are:	�(x) = �25 �2 (3� ��) + �ii�ip (1� !�)��1 x; (26)	�;�(x) = �23 �2 (1 + ��;�) + �ii�ip (1� !�;�)��1 : (27)When the funtions 	� are known the alulation of the transport oe�ientsbeomes straightforward. We insert Eqs. (17), (18), (26), and (27) into Eqs.(12)�(14) and �nd �i = �2 ni T3m�i (��ii + ��ip) ; (28)�e = e2 nem�e��ep ; (29)�i = m�i ni v2Fi5 (��ii + ��ip) : (30)In this ase ��ii are the e�etive frequenies of partile�partile ollisions:��ii = m�3i T 220� hQiii (3 � ��) = 35 ��ii 3� ��1 + �� ; (31)while ��ip are those of partile�proton ollisions:��ip = 12npm�i kFi hQipi (1� !�) = ��ip 1� !�1� !� ;��ep = ��ep: (32)The above variational expressions for the transport oe�ients are exatin the limit when ip�ollisions dominate. However, in the opposite limit thevariational method appears to be not very aurate (most notably for thethermal ondutivity). The exat formulae of refs. [9,10℄ di�ers from ours bysome fators, depending on the parameters �. We will ome bak to thosefators and orret our equations in Setion 5. Now we turn to a alulationof the angular integrals whih appear in the above equations for the e�etivefrequenies.



Transport Properties and Neutrino Emissivity of Dense... 11094. Sattering probabilities4.1. EletronsLet us summarize brie�y the main assumptions that failitate the angu-lar averaging for eletrons in Eqs. (21)�(22), and (24)�(25). The eletron�eletron sattering is desribed adequately by a Coulomb potential, sreenedby modi�ations of the harge density indued in the viinity of eah harge.This sreening, being purely eletron (as the protons are �xed and in noway respond to a small perturbation), is represented by a dieletri funtion�(!; q) [(!; q) � is a 4-momentum transfer in a ollision event℄ and resultsmainly in a strong suppression of the ollision probability when the momen-tum transfer q is smaller than qTF = 2p�=�vFe kFe � the Thomas�Fermiwave number (here � is the �ne-struture onstant). When ! � qv (wherev is a typial veloity of eletrons) the sreening is stati and the dieletrifuntion may be approximated by [12℄�(0; q) = 1 + ��u2 �23 � 1� 3u26u ln ����1� u1 + u ����� u23 ln ����1� u2u2 ����� ; (33)where u = q=2kFe, and we took into aount that eletrons are ultrarelativis-ti. In pratie, the required smallness of energy transfers for a degeneratesystem puts limit on its temperature: T � qvFe � qTFvFe = p3Tpe, whereTpe is an eletron plasma temperature. In terms of the degeneray parameterfor the ultrarelativisti system this means that T � 0:1"Fe � the onditionwe assume to be met.Furthermore, one an easily verify that it is reasonable to approximatethe right hand side of the Eq. (33) for any q < 2kFe, by the formula�(0; q) = 1 + q2TFq2 ; (34)valid stritly only for small momentum transfers q � 2kFe. Even with thelatter simpli�ation the integrations in Eqs. (21), and (22) remain umber-some. However, for ultrarelativisti partiles the ratio y = qTF=2kFe is asmall number and, for pratial appliations, it is su�ient to retain onlythe lowest order terms of expansions of the sought-for quantities in y. Inthis way we obtainhQeei = 3�32 e4"4Fey3 ; �� = �13 ; �� = �1 + 10y2: (35)The resulting expressions for partial eletron�eletron thermal ondutivityand visosity oinide with those obtained by other authors (e.g. Refs. [6,11℄)in the ultrarelativisti limit.



1110 D.A. Baiko, P. HaenselThe treatment of the eletron�proton ollisions is somewhat simpler.First of all, here, the eletron sreening is always stati (unless, of ourse,the temperature is large enough to exite the protons at their sites). Thesituation with proton�proton orrelations is not quite ertain. Aordingto the arguments given in Setion 2, we assume that the proton system isompletely disordered. Under suh onditions the problem of ep satteringis very similar to the sattering of eletrons o� impurities whih was studiede.g. by Flowers and Itoh [11℄. In this ase the integrations an be performedexatly at any degree of eletron relativism and at any y, but again onlythe lowest order terms in y in Eqs. (24), and (25) are needed. The exatexpressions an be found in [11℄, however, the formula for visosity obtainedin this work is slightly inaurate. For this reason we give here both exatand approximate expressions for the shear visosity and an approximateformula for the thermal and eletrial ondutivities:hQepi = 2�e4k4Fey2 ; !� = 1+4y2(ln y+1); !� = 1+12y2(ln y+1:25): (36)The exat expression for the visosity readshQepi (1 � !�) = 12�e4k4Fe �[1 + 2y2(1 + �2) + 3y4�2℄ ln 1 + y2y2� 2� �22 � 3y2�2� ; (37)where � = vFe=.Finally, we note that the results obtained for ep sattering, remain un-hanged, if the protons are fully spin polarized.4.2. NeutronsContributions of neutrons and protons to the thermal ondutivity andvisosity for the standard non-loalized model of matter in neutron star oreswere studied by Flowers and Itoh [13℄. In the ase of nuleon ontributionsa great deal of unertainty is related to the desription of the sattering pro-esses. It is impossible to make use of the Landau theory for nn sattering,sine at present we do not know values of the momentum dependent quasi-partile amplitudes in the density range of interest. Yet even worse is ourunderstanding of sattering of a neutron quasipartile at the Fermi surfaeo� a loalized proton.Another approah, fundamentally ruder, but able to supply us withthe desired physial input, onsists of a neglet of an in�uene of many-body e�ets on the sattering amplitudes. This means that we base our



Transport Properties and Neutrino Emissivity of Dense... 1111onsideration on the data on nuleon�nuleon (NN) sattering in vauum.An obvious disadvantage of this approah is an inappropriate treatment ofthe short-range repulsive part of the NN interation: being to some extentsreened in a ollision of quasipartiles, it is well sampled in a ollisionof bare nuleons. Therefore, suh a method is expeted to overestimatethe role of the ollisional proesses in limiting the neutron transport, thusunderestimating the transport oe�ients. Although, following this seondway, we hope that it must yield orret order-of-magnitude estimate of theneutron transport oe�ients, we warn the reader that our results an be afew times less than the atual values of the quantities in question.Within this framework the transition probabilities for nn ollisions atany degree of relativism are easily reonstruted from vauum di�erentialross setions in the enter-of-mass (m) referene frame, namely:Qnn(�; �) = 16�2~4m2N + k2Fn sin2 �=2 d�nnd
m (Elab; �m); (38)where Elab = k2FnmN (1� os�); and �m = �; (39)are the ollision energy in the laboratory (lab) referene frame and the msattering angle.The situation is more problematial for the ase of np ollisions. Underthe ondition that neutrons are not relativisti, the transition probabilityfor the sattering of a neutron o� a loalized proton (whih an be thoughtof as a neutron sattering o� an external �eld desribing by the same nppotential) an be again derived from the di�erential ross setions of npsattering in vauum asQnp(�) = 16�2~4m2N d�npd
m (Elab; �m); (40)where Elab = 2k2FnmN ; and �m = �: (41)However, with growing relativism, suh a proedure eases to be adequate, asthe sattering o� an instantaneous external potential beomes di�erent fromthe sattering of two partiles (the ase studied in a laboratory). But for thedensities onsidered (� 5n0) the neutrons are only moderately relativisti,and, onsequently, we may adopt the above formalism with the naturalmodi�ation of the Eq. (40):Qnp(�) = 16�2~4m2N + p2Fn d�npd
m (Elab; �m): (42)



1112 D.A. Baiko, P. HaenselWe have alulated the required angular averages of the transition prob-abilities [those appearing in the Eqs. (31), and (32)℄ using the tables ofvauum ross setions in the m referene frame as funtions of lab energy(in the range from 10 to 700 MeV) and m sattering angle. The tablesthemselves for pp and np sattering were obtained by using the partial wavesolution WI96 available in the SAID database [14℄ developed at the Vir-ginia Polytehni Institute by R.A. Arndt with ollaborators. To onstrutthe nn ross setions from the pp ones the following proedure was used.First of all we subtrated from the table values the well known values of theCoulomb ross setions. This gave us reasonable estimates of the nn rosssetions at larger angles but made the tables inappliable at smaller angles(e.g. at energies less than 400 MeV the table values at 5o beame negative,indiating the importane of the interferene terms). It was tempting thento extrapolate smoothly the values of the nn ross setions at larger angles( >� 20o � 40o depending on energy) to the domain of small angles, whihyielded a reasonable estimate of the nn ross setions over the entire an-gle range. Finally, at zero energy we have used the value of 3030 mb thatfollowed from the theory of nn sattering length (e.g. Ref. [15℄).The alulations were done for the values of neutron Fermi wave vetorkFn from 1.1 to 2.9 fm�1 (nn from 0.5 to 5 n0). To interpolate betweenthe neighbour nodes of the tables of the ross setions the bilinear interpo-lation was used. The results of our alulations are �tted with the meanand maximum errors of the �ts less than 1.5 % by the following analytialexpressions:S�n = m2N hQnni (3 � ��)256�~4 1mb = 0:3833z3npzn + 3:652z0:4n ;S�n = m2N hQnni (1 + ��)192�~4 1mb = 0:1152z3n + 3:965zn2:499 + z6npzn ;S�p = m2N hQnpi (1 � !�)16�~4 1mb = 1:833z2n + 1:430z2n0:3958 + z8n ;S�p = m2N hQnpi (1 � !�)16�~4 1mb = 0:5663z3n + 4:545zn1:276 + z6n : (43)In all these expressions the quantity zn is the neutron Fermi wave vetor inunits of 2.666 fm�1 (orresponding to density 4n0).5. Pratial formulaeLet us summarize the results, derived in the previous setions, andpresent them in the form useful for pratial appliations. First of all, wenote that the variational solutions obtained ould be orreted to yield the



Transport Properties and Neutrino Emissivity of Dense... 1113exat asymptotes in the limit when partile�partile ollisions dominate.This is done ustomarily by multiplying the partial partile�partile varia-tional transport oe�ients by well-known fators C� depending on the pa-rameters ��. In the ase of eletrons C�(�1=3) = 1:3, while C�(�1+y2) � 1,i.e. the variational solution for the shear visosity is exat for ultrarelativis-ti eletrons. For neutrons the oe�ients C� are weakly varying funtionsof density. For the onsidered density range it is a very good approximationto adopt �xed values of the orretion fators C� = 1:2 and C� = 1:05.Bringing together Eqs. (28)�(32), (35), (36), and (43), and inorporatingthe above fators, we may write for the thermal ondutivity:��1i = ��1ii + ��1ip ;�ee = 2:2 � 1023 � n4n0 � xe0:01� 1T8 ergs s�1m�1K�1;�ep = 2:5 � 1019 � n4n0 � xe0:01�1=3 T8 ergs s�1m�1K�1;�nn = 8:3 � 1023 �mNm�n �4 � nn4n0� 1T8 1S�n ergs s�1m�1K�1;�np = 8:9 � 1017 �mNm�n �2 � nn4n0�2=3�� n4n0 � xp0:01��1 T8S�p ergs s�1m�1K�1; (44)for the eletrial ondutivity:�e = �ep = 9:2 � 1023 � n4n0 � xe0:01�1=3 s�1; (45)and for the shear visosity:��1i = ��1ii + ��1ip ;�ee = 1:7 � 1019 � n4n0 � xe0:01�5=3 1T 28 g m�1s�1;�ep = 1:1 � 1013 � n4n0 � xe0:01� g m�1s�1;�nn = 1:5 � 1019 �mNm�n �4 � nn4n0�5=3 1T 28 1S�n g m�1s�1;�np = 2:2 � 1013 �mNm�n �2 � nn4n0�4=3�� n4n0 � xp0:01��1 1S�p g m�1s�1: (46)



1114 D.A. Baiko, P. HaenselLet us remind the onditions of appliability of the above expressions.Both eletrons and neutrons must be strongly degenerate. The neglet ofthe dynamial sreening e�et is based on a more stringent ondition foreletrons: T � 0:1"Fe. The eletron number density must ensure theirultrarelativism. Finally, the density of neutrons is restrited to the rangefrom 0.5 to 5 n0. 6. Neutrino lossesIn this setion we study two proesses, ontributing to neutrino ool-ing, whih are spei� for neutron star matter with loalized protons. The�rst of these proesses is the neutrino�antineutrino pair bremsstrahlungdue to eletron sattering o� loalized protons. The seond proess is thestrong-interation analog of the �rst one: it is the neutrino�antineutrino pairbremsstrahlung aompanying sattering of neutrons o� protons loalized inneutron medium. The temperature dependene of both these proesses isT 6, that is the same as for the diret URCA proess. Therefore, the loaliza-tion of protons may imply non-standard (aelerated) ooling of a neutronstar. Below, we will estimate the rate of the energy losses in these proessesunder some model assumptions.(a) Eletrons. In the ase of eletrons we an use the results of Ref. [16℄.This paper was onerned with the neutrino-pair bremsstrahlung due toeletron�nuleus sattering in the liquid phase of the neutron star rusts.The authors derived the following general expression for the energy loss rate(Eq. (8) of [16℄)QeBrem = 8�G2FZ2e4C2+567~98 (kBT )6niL ergs s�1 m�3; (47)where GF = 1:436 � 10�49 ergs m3 is the Fermi weak oupling onstant,fator C2+ = 1:675 takes into aount the emission of �e; ��, and �� , Z is thenuleus harge, ni is the number density of nulei, and the quantity L � 1,interpreted as a Coulomb logarithm, is a weakly varying funtion of Z, T ,and ni. The authors derived also the general formula for L [their Eq. (19)℄,whih takes into aount the nuleus eletromagneti formfator, the statistruture fator of nulei, stati eletron sreening, non-Born orretions andinorporates aurately the thermal e�ets. They also proposed an analyt-ial �tting formula for L [Eq. (25)℄. In our ase we have obviously Z = 1and ni = np. The �t of [16℄ does not apply here (the authors were interestedin the rust and onsidered Z � 10). Besides, in our situation the tem-perature is muh lower than the sreening momentum, the low-temperaturease of [16℄. In this regime the thermal e�ets are not important and L is



Transport Properties and Neutrino Emissivity of Dense... 1115given by muh simpler formula (21) of [16℄. In this expression we an ne-glet non-Born orretions and nuleus formfator as well as nulei struturefator (beause our proton system is assumed to be fully disordered), andapproximate stati dieletri eletron sreening funtion by Eq. (34). Per-forming one-dimensional integration for ultrarelativisti eletrons, we obtainL = 1:755. Inserting this value into Eq. (47) we obtainQe�lo:p:Brem = 6:0 � 1018 T 69 � n4n0 � xe0:01� ergs s�1 m�3; (48)where T9 � T=109 K.(b) Neutrons. In this subsetion we will obtain an expression, whih willenable us to estimate the energy loss rate due to neutrino pair emission fromneutron sattering o� a loalized proton. To simplify the derivation we will,�rst, regard the neutrons as fully non-relativisti, and, seond, will treatnp-interation in a very rude manner, assuming it to be given by a ontatspin-independent potential, whih will be treated in the Born approximation.The interation strength U will further be made density-dependent by �ttingit at a given density (or, equivalently, at a given ollision energy) to the totalvauum np ross-setion, known experimentally or theoretially (see below).No orretion of the np sattering rate to aount for the presene of themedium (exept for the exlusion priniple in the initial and �nal neutronstates) will be made.The proess in question, in the formalism of Feynman diagrams, is de-sribed (to lowest order) by two diagrams, (A) and (B). In both ases, weonsider an initial neutron with 4-momentum k = (";k). In the ase of di-agram (A), this neutron �rst emits a neutrino�antineutrino pair with total4-momentum p = (!;p) = k1 + k2, where k1 = (!1;k1) and k2 = (!2;k2)are, respetively, 4-momenta of neutrino and antineutrino, then propagateswith 4-momentum k � p and �nally interats strongly with a loalized pro-ton, absorbing 4-momentum q = (0; q) and ending in the �nal state with4-momentum k0 = ("0;k0). Diagram (B) orresponds to the situation, inwhih neutron �rst interats strongly with a loalized proton, then propa-gates with 4-momentum k0 + p, and, �nally, emits a neutrino�antineutrinopair of total 4-momentum p, ending in the �nal state k0.We will use nonrelativisti formalism (for neutrons) to desribe the weak-interation vertex, take non-relativisti neutron Green funtions, when deal-ing with the intermediate states, and nonrelativisti spinors for neutron ini-tial and �nal states. Then the �rst order matrix element assumes the formM =MA+MB = � iGFU2p2 �0y(Æ�0�gAÆ�i�i)� [G(k�p)+G(k0+p)℄ l�; (49)where gA � 1:26 is the axial renormalization onstant, greek indies take thevalues 0, 1, 2, 3, and latin indies take the values 1, 2, 3, �i are the standard



1116 D.A. Baiko, P. HaenselPauli matries, � and �0 are the Pauli spinors, desribing the initial and�nal neutron states. Further, l� is the neutrino neutral urrent given byl� = �u1�(1 + 5)u�2; (50)where u1 = u(k1) and u�2 = u(�k2) are respetively neutrino and antineu-trino bispinors, and bar means Dira onjugate. In our problem the denom-inators of the neutron propagators G annot be zero. Hene, we an replaethem by the vauum propagators, in spite of the fat, that our proess goesin the presene of neutron Fermi sea. Nonrelativisti neutron propagatortakes therefore the form G(!;k) = 1! � "k + i0 : (51)The neutrino pair energy loss rate (in erg m�3 s�1) is given byQn�lo:p:Brem = 3np Z dk dk0 dk1 dk2 dq4!1!2 (2�)15 (2�)4 Æ(4)(k + q � k0 � k1 � k2)�f(1� f 0)! Xss0 jM j2; (52)where np is the number density of loalized protons, f = f(") and f 0 = f("0)are the neutron Fermi�Dira distribution funtions, and the summation runsover �nal and initial neutron spin states. A fator of 3 aounts for theemission of �e; ��, and �� pairs.Calulating the spin-summed squared matrix elements in the straight-forward manner and using the identity [17℄Z dk1 dk2!1!2 k�1 k�2Æ(4)(p� k1 � k2) = �6 (p2g�� + 2p�p�); (53)we obtain the following expression for the emissivityQn�lo:p:Brem = �G2FU2np(2�)11 Z dk dk0 dp f(1� f 0)! [3g2A!2 + (1� 2g2A)p2℄�4m2n� 12mn! � 2pk0 � p2 � 12mn! � 2pk + p2�2 ; (54)where we have replaed the integration over dq by that over dp. In thisexpression we must integrate over the domain, where "0 < " and for jpj <! = " � "0. In the denominators we an safely omit the terms p2=2mnwhih are negligible ompared to !, and using the fat that neutrons are



Transport Properties and Neutrino Emissivity of Dense... 1117nonrelativisti, we an expand the denominators to �rst order in pk0=mnand pk=mn. Then we diret the z-axis of the spherial referene framealong the vetor k and plae the vetor k0 into the xz-plane. Integrationsover dp and over angle between vetors k and k0 yield the emissivity in theform of two-dimensional �Fermi� integralQn�lo:p:Brem = 8�G2FU2np21(2�)8 (1 + 2:2g2A) �m�nmn�2�Z d"d"0jkjjk0j(k2 + k02)f(1� f 0)!4= 16�G2FU2np21(2�)8 (1 + 2:2g2A) �m�nmn�2 k4FnT 6� 1Z�1 dx 1Z0 d! !4(ex + 1)(e!�x + 1) ; (55)where we have taken into aount that neutrons are strongly degenerateand have pulled all the smooth funtions of the neutron momenta out of theintegral at the Fermi surfae. The latter integral is standard and is equal to(2�)6=504. Substituting this value into Eq. (55) we obtainQn�lo:p:Brem = G2FU22646� (1 + 2:2g2A) �m�nmn�2 npk4FnT 6: (56)The last step is to speify the value of U2. For the ontat spin-independentnp interation U2 gives di�erential probability of elasti neutron satteringo� a loalized proton (the same for all angles �). Our approximation onsistsin expressing U2 in terms of the total elasti ross setion for np satteringin vauum, using Eqs. (40, 41). Integrating over the solid angle we have4�U2 = 16�2~4m2N �tot:el:np �2k2FnmN � : (57)In this ase, �tot:elnp is the total elasti np ross setion whih an be obtainedfrom the same theoretial model as in Setion 4.2., WI96, in the SAIDdatabase. We propose the following �tting formula for U2 in the energyrange from 100 to 700 MeV:U2 = 4�~4 1 mbm2N Stnp; where Stnp = 26:09 + 3:444z3n ; (58)and zn is de�ned below Eq. (43). The mean error of this expression is� 1:2% and the maximum error ourring at 700 MeV is � 2:9%. Combining



1118 D.A. Baiko, P. HaenselEqs. (56) and (58), we obtain the following numerial result:Qn�lo:p:Brem = 1:3 � 1021 Stnp � n4n0 � xp0:01� � nn4n0�4=3 �m�nmn�2�T 69 ergs s�1 m�3: (59)Medium e�ets an be expeted to modify both the magnitude and the den-sity dependene of U2, as ompared to that given by our simple presription,Eq. (58). Therefore, expression (59) should be treated as a rough estimateof Qn�lo:p:Brem . 7. Astrophysial impliationsAs one an see from the results obtained in the preeding setions, pres-ene of randomly distributed loalized protons, removing the T�2 fatorfrom the transport oe�ients, leads at lower temperatures to a dramatiderease of �, �, and �, as ompared to the standard ase, where protonsform a Fermi liquid. Let us disuss in some detail the astrophysial impli-ations of this e�et for neutron stars.(a) Thermal ondutivity. In our ase transport of heat is dominated byeletrons, whih satter predominantly o� loalized protons, so that �lo:p: '�lo:p:e ' �lo:p:ep . Let us ompare this result with the values of � orrespondingto the standard ase. The latter are expressed by the formulae derived in [6℄:�e = 7:6 � 1024T8 �mpm�p�1=2�nen0�7=6 ergs m�1s�1K�1 (60)for non-super�uid p, and�e = 5:6 � 1024T8 �nen0� ergs m�1s�1K�1 (61)for highly super�uid p, the deisive di�erene between the two regimes beingthe presene or absene of proton sreening. At n = 4n0 and xe = 0:01 wethus get �e�lo:p: ' (5� 10) � 103T 28 : (62)The di�usive thermal ondutivity due to neutrons is generally on the orderof or somewhat smaller than that of eletrons. (The atual ratio betweenthem depends sensitively on (i) the fration of eletrons, (ii) the nuleone�etive masses, and (iii) the strength of quasipartile interations; in the



Transport Properties and Neutrino Emissivity of Dense... 1119non-super�uid regime �lo:p:nn may serve as a good approximation of the neu-tron ondutivity.) Thus we an aept the value of 104=T 28 as a reasonableestimate of the ratio �=�lo:p:.Neutron stars are born as very hot objets whih ool subsequently dueto neutrino losses from their interior. The ooling is aompanied by thermalequilibration of the stellar interior with a typial time sale, determined bythe size of the ore Rore, the spei� heat per unit volume C, and thethermal ondutivity of matter � as�t:e: � R2oreC� : (63)For estimates, in the standard non-super�uid ase we an set C = Cn, thespei� heat of degenerate neutrons,Cn = 2:6 � 1020 �m�nmN �� nn4n0�1=3 T9 ergs m�3K�1; (64)and approximate � by �e (60). Approximating further all the e�etive massesby bare masses and assuming a ore of onstant density (n ' nn = 4n0) andomposition (xe = 0:01) we obtain �t:e: � 460 T 29 (Rore=10 km)2 years. Ifthe ore is super�uid we may use for C the spei� heat of eletrons Ce:Ce = 6:6 � 1018 � n4n0 � xe0:01�2=3 T9 ergs m�3K�1; (65)and take � from Eq. (61). This gives us �t:e: � 10 T 29 (Rore=10 km)2years (the latter relation should be regarded as a lower bound, as the neu-tron spei� heat ould derease rather slowly depending on the type ofsuper�uidity [18℄). The temperature dependene of both those expressionsis removed by the loalization of protons. Multiplying �t:e: by the fator�=�lo:p: (62) we obtain � lo:p:t:e: equal to 4:6 � 104 (Rlo:p:ore =10 km)2 years and103 (Rlo:p:ore =10 km)2 years for non-super�uid and strongly super�uid ases,respetively.The thermal ondution beomes important when the above time salesare omparable or smaller than a harateristi time of thermal evolutionof matter due to neutrino losses. Otherwise, the temperature of a givenelement of matter is determined loally. The neutrino ooling time saleould be estimated as CT="� , where "� is the total neutrino emissivity.The temperature dependenes of "� for various neutrino-emission proessesare usually very strong. In view of this, the equilibration temperature forthe ase of proton loalization will not be muh smaller, than that for the



1120 D.A. Baiko, P. Haenselstandard ase; in both ases the temperatures fall to the range of 108�109 K. However, the time required to reah the thermal equilibrium in aore, ontaining loalized protons, will be two orders of magnitude longerthan that for a standard liquid ore. The latter onlusion will not behanged by the appearane of neutron super�uidity.Another di�erene between the two ases omes from the simple idea thatthe thermal equilibration time in the loalized protons ase is temperatureindependent. While in the standard ase the ore below � 108 K ould betreated as perfetly isothermal, it will still take � 103 � 104 years to washout any aidental temperature inhomogeneity in the ore with loalizedprotons.(b) Eletrial ondutivity. The eletrial ondutivity is relevant for theohmi dissipation of internal magneti �elds in neutron stars. In the stan-dard ase of npe matter with non-super�uid protons the harge transportis dominated by ultrarelativisti eletrons, sattering o� protons, whih re-sults in an eletrial ondutivity �ep = 2:1 � 1031 (ne=n0)3=2=T 28 s�1 [19℄.Loalization of protons prevents the appearane of a proton superondutor(as the loalization temperature is rather high, of the order of 1010 � 1011K, whih is ommonly believed to be higher than Tp) and at n = 4n0 andxe = 0:01 redues the eletrial ondutivity of neutron star matter by alarge fator �ep�lo:p:e ' 2 � 105T 28 : (66)Suh a low value of eletrial ondutivity would lead to a signi�ant deayof the eletri urrents, irulating within the ore with loalized protons,over a time sale of� lo:p:d � �lo:p:e (Rlo:p:ore )22 ' 3 � 107 Rlo:p:ore10 km!2 years: (67)Current analyses of the population of radio pulsars do not show anyevidene of magneti �eld deay during ative lifetime of a normal radiopulsar [20℄. Spei� lower bounds on the magneti �eld deay timesale,obtained using various types of statistial analyses, range from 2�107 yearsto 108 years [20℄. To be onsistent with this observational fat, we shouldassume that either the ore with loalized protons is small, and the bulk ofthe �eld is sustained by the urrents, irulating in the outer part of theore; either the external �eld is separated from the internal �eld, and theobservable bounds for the deay of the surfae �eld put no evident onstraintson the evolution of the ore �eld; or that the ore magneti �eld is due not toeletri urrents but results from a permanent ferromagneti magnetizationof the matter. Atually, as demonstrated by Kutshera and Wójik [21,22℄,



Transport Properties and Neutrino Emissivity of Dense... 1121ferromagnetism due to a omplete spin polarization of protons and a partialspin polarization of neutrons (of the order of xp) ould be a generi propertyof the neutron star matter with loalized protons (for a onfrontation of thistheoretial predition with observations of radio pulsars, see [23℄).() Shear visosity. The loalization of protons leads also to a strongderease of the shear visosity of neutron star matter. Assuming normalneutrons, we an estimate the value of � of standard npe matter by thequantity �lo:p:nn . The loalization of protons will result in a derease of � bya fator ��lo:p: ' 7 � 105T 28 : (68)In ontrast to the standard ase �lo:p: is temperature independent. Thismight be relevant for stability of rapidly rotating neutron stars. In the stan-dard ase of the npematter, � inreases with dereasing temperature as T�2.Dissipative e�ets due to � ontribute to damping of the seular instabilitydriven by the gravitational radiation reation (GRR) [24, 25℄ in rapidly ro-tating neutron stars. Detailed alulations show, that visous e�ets of �damp ompletely the GRR seular instability, if internal temperature fallsbelow 107 K [26℄. However, within a neutron star ore with loalized pro-tons, the shear visosity remains onstant and lose to the value of the shearvisosity of standard npe matter at T ' 1011 K [see Eq. (68)℄. Suh a lowvalue of the shear visosity ould not prevent the growth of the GRR seularinstability at any internal temperature of a neutron star [26℄.(d) Neutrino ooling. At the earlier stages of the evolution matter withloalized protons ools emitting neutrinos via two reations involving onlynuleons, and several reations, whih involve also eletrons. The two nule-oni reations are the neutrino�antineutrino pair bremsstrahlung in the nnand np ollisions. The �rst proess (e.g. [4℄) is ommon for both standardand loalized protons models of matter, and the rate of energy emission inthis proess varies with temperature as T 8. The seond nuleoni proessis modi�ed drastially by the loalization of protons: its emissivity beomesproportional to T 6, reproduing the temperature dependene of the diretURCA proess. Nevertheless, the np bremsstrahlung remains several or-ders of magnitude less e�ient than the diret URCA (Qn�lo:p:Brem =QdURCA �3 � 10�5). On the other hand, at temperatures below � 109 K its emissiv-ity exeeds that of the modi�ed URCA (Qn�lo:p:Brem =QmURCA � 2 � 103 T�28 )proess, whih, in turn, is thought to govern the ooling in the standard(non-loalized) model, when the diret URCA is forbidden by the momen-tum onservation law. Thus, one might expet that ooling of a neutronstar with signi�ant fration of mass being in the phase with loalized pro-tons would follow some intermediate path between the urves desribing thestandard (modi�ed URCA) and aelerated (diret URCA) ooling.



1122 D.A. Baiko, P. HaenselAs is any nuleoni proess, the np bremsstrahlung is subjet to strongsuppression, if the neutron super�uidity appears. In this ase, the neutrinopair emission from the sattering of eletrons o� loalized protons serves asa dominant mehanism of ooling of a neutron star ore.(e) Final remarks. In this subsetion we will ome bak to the problemof a rystalline ordering of loalized protons and omment on the values ofthe transport oe�ients in this ase. As disussed in Setion 2, we onsiderthis possibility unlikely, however, see Ref. [27℄. For temperatures below 1MeV the phase spae available for phonons (in the proton rystal) is small(as T 3). Then the transport of energy, harge and momentum would belimited by ee, nn, and, in the ase of the eletrial ondutivity, by en ol-lisions. This means that all the transport oe�ients would be even largerthan those in the standard ase and would reprodue the standard (Fermiliquid) temperature dependenes. The situation would be ompliated bythe band struture of quasipartile states, however, this would further in-rease the transport oe�ients by reduing the phase spae available forsattering quasipartiles.We are deeply grateful to D.G. Yakovlev for suggesting the importaneof the modi�ations of neutrino energy loss rates, many fruitful disussions,and onstant interest in this work. We thank J.L. Zdunik for his helpfulomments onerning the role of shear visosity in stabilization of rapid ro-tation of neutron stars. One of us (DAB) is pleased to aknowledge exellentworking onditions at Copernius Astronomial Center (CAMK), Warsaw,where the major part of this work has been done. This researh has beensupported in part by the KBN Grant 2 P03D 014 13, RBRF (grant 99-02-18099), RBRF-DFG (grant 96-02-00177G), and INTAS (grant 96-0542).REFERENCES[1℄ R.B. Wiringa, V. Fiks, A. Fabroini, Phys. Rev. C38, 1010 (1988).[2℄ M. Kutshera, W. Wójik, Phys. Rev. C47, 1077 (1993).[3℄ E.M. Lifshitz, L.P. Pitaevskii, Physial Kinetis, Pergamon Press, Oxford 1981.[4℄ B.L. Friman, O.V. Maxwell, Astrophys. J. 232, 541 (1979).[5℄ Y. Toyozawa, Prog. Theor. Phys. 26, 29 (1961).[6℄ O.Y. Gnedin, D.G. Yakovlev, Nul. Phys. A582, 697 (1995).[7℄ J.M. Ziman, Eletrons and Phonons, Oxford University Press, Oxford 1960.[8℄ G. Baym, C. Pethik, Landau Fermi-Liquid Theory, John Wiley, New York1991.[9℄ G.A. Brooker, J. Sykes, Phys. Rev. Lett. 21, 279 (1968); J. Sykes, G.A. Brooker,Ann. Phys. (N.Y.) 56, 1 (1970).
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